ABSTRACT
Important aspects of the excitation-contraction (EC) coupling process in skeletal muscle have been revealed using mechanically-skinned fibers in which the transverse-tubular system can be depolarized by ion substitution or electrical stimulation, activating the voltagesensors which in turn open the Ca 2+ release channels in the adjacent sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). Twitch and tetanic force responses elicited in skinned fibers closely resemble those in intact fibers, showing that the coupling mechanism is entirely functional. It was found that ATP has to be bound to the Ca 2+ release channels for them to be activated by the voltage-sensors and that the coupling mechanism likely involves the voltage-sensors removing the inhibitory effects of cytoplasmic Mg 2+ on the release channels; such findings are relevant to the basis of muscle fatigue and to certain diseases such as malignant hyperthermia (MH). EC coupling is evidently not mediated by upmodulation of Ca 2+ -induced Ca 2+ release (CICR) or by an oxidation or phosphorylation reaction. The Ca 2+ load in the SR of skinned fibers can be set at the endogenous level or otherwise. The normal coupling mechanism functions well in mammalian fast-twitch fibers even when the SR is only partially loaded, whereas CICR is highly dependent on SR luminal Ca 2+ and caffeine is poorly effective at inducing release at the endogenous SR Ca 2+ load level.
INTRODUCTION

Background
The mechanically-skinned fiber technique was first developed by Natori (1) and involves physically peeling or rolling back the sarcolemma, leaving the other structures more-or-less unaltered. This gives experimental access to the intracellular environment, which can then be manipulated in many ways to investigate particular aspects of muscle function, such as those involving the contractile machinery (2) or Ca 2+ uptake and release by the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) (3) . Importantly and quite remarkably, it is possible to study the normal excitationcontraction (EC) coupling process in such fibers. Upon skinning, the transverse-tubular system seals off (4, 5) , and if the skinned fiber segment is placed in a solution broadly mimicking the normal intracellular environment, in particular with high [K + ], some Na + , and physiological levels of ATP and free Mg 2+ (~1 mM), the Na/K pump in the t-system keeps the [Na + ] high and the [K + ] low within the t-system, thereby re-establishing the normal transmembrane potential, with the lumen of the t-system positive with respect to the 'cytoplasmic' space (the 'intracellular' region that was opened to the bathing solution by the skinning procedure) (Figure 1 ). It was found that the t-system could then be depolarized by substituting the high [K + ] bathing solution with a low [K + ]-high [Cl - ] solution, eliciting Ca 2+ release from the SR and contraction (6) (7) (8) . However, increasing the 'cytoplasmic' [Cl - ] directly stimulates the ryanodine receptor/Ca 2+ release channels in the SR (8) (9) (10) (11) ] 'relaxing' solution ensured that the dihydropyridine receptor (DHPR)/voltage-sensors in the t-system were kept in a functional state and that the endogenous level of Ca 2+ in the SR was maintained, the latter being particularly important for distinguishing between normal and abnormal mechanisms of Ca 2+ release (8,11).
Electrical stimulation and advantages of the preparation
The properties of this depolarization-induced Ca 2+ release (in particular its dependence on the [K + ] and tsystem contents and integrity, and the effects of DHPs and D600 (8, 12, 13) showed that it was mediated by the DHPR/voltage-sensors in the t-system activating the SR Ca 2+ release channels, in other words, the normal coupling mechanism (Figure 2 ). However, one draw-back with the ion substitution method of depolarization is that diffusional delays means that depolarization takes ~0.5 s and is thus considerably slower than in an intact fiber. Recently, this problem has been circumvented by stimulating the skinned fiber rapidly with a brief transverse electric field (~2 ms, 40 V/cm) applied via parallel platinum electrodes whilst the fiber is kept in the normal high [K + ] solution (14). Such stimulation evidently induces an action potential (AP) in the sealed t-system all along the length of the skinned fiber, which elicits Ca 2+ release and a twitch response, with stimulation at progressively higher frequencies inducing unfused and then fused tetanic force responses. As expected, these responses were dependent on the potential of the t-system and were blocked by tetrodotoxin in the tsystem lumen (14). The close similarity between the twitch and tetanic responses in these skinned fibers ( Figure 3 ) and those in intact fibers, proved unequivocally that the responses in the skinned fibers were mediated by the normal voltage-sensor dependent mechanism. An interesting incidental finding in these experiments was that action potentials also travel longitudinally between adjacent sarcomeres in mammalian muscles fibers via a longitudinal tubular network (14); this may well be an important failsafe mechanism in muscle to ensure uniform activation of the whole fiber even under adverse conditions. In summary, the key advantages of this mechanically-skinned fiber preparation are as follows. It allows ready access to the 'intracellular' environment, and manipulation of factors and structures therein, whilst still retaining the normal mechanism of voltage-sensor control of Ca 2+ release. This mechanism can be stimulated by depolarizing the t-system by ion substitution or more rapidly by triggering an AP in the t-system, which of course is the process occurring in-vivo. Furthermore, the amount of Ca 2+ in the SR can be maintained at endogenous level or varied as desired (8, 15, 16) . Thus, with the skinned fiber preparation it is possible to examine how some manipulation affects the whole of the EC coupling sequence, as well individual elements such as the responsiveness of the contractile apparatus to applied Ca 2+ or the release of Ca 2+ from the SR to direct stimulation with Ca 2+ or caffeine. In this way the skinned fiber preparation can complement and extend the information obtained with other techniques, providing a powerful experimental tool that bridges the gap between studies on intact fibers and those on isolated SR or contractile or channel proteins.
KEY FINDINGS
A number of findings are immediately apparent from the fact that the EC coupling mechanism in skinned fibers is evidently entirely functional even though the normal cytoplasm has been replaced with a solution with only particular minimal requirements. sensitivity of the release channels, meaning that there is 'voltage-sensor controlled-CICR', rather than 'simple CICR' that is independent of the voltage-sensors (23-25).
VI. Rapid Ca 2+ release from the SR occurs in the absence of any Cl -or other anion highly permeable to the SR, demonstrating that such Ca 2+ efflux is not dependent on the flow of anion-mediated counter-current. ] of 1 mM (33). The critical importance to EC coupling of ATP binding to a regulatory site on the Ca 2+ release channel was further established using adenosine, an extremely weak agonist, as a competitor of ATP at that site. Adenosine competitively inhibited ATP-stimulation of voltage-sensor dependent Ca 2+ release (34) in a manner quantitatively similar to its action on caffeine-stimulated release in skinned fibers (26,34) and on single Ca 2+ release channels (35), showing that the inhibitory effect of low [ATP] was due to failure to stimulate a regulatory site on the release channel rather than being related to a decrease in phosphorylation or some other process dependent on ATP hydrolysis. 'Depolarization-induced' Ca 2+ release in a triad (SRt-tubular) preparation was also found to be inhibited in the absence of ATP (36), though it is not clear how much this effect was due to ATP favoring direct CICR in that preparation which was very heavily loaded with Ca 2+ (11) (and see above). The fact that ATP binding to the release channel ( Figure 2 ) is required for normal EC coupling gives insight into how the voltage-sensor may regulate the release channel and is also relevant to the basis of muscle fatigue occurring in some conditions (see below). ] (note the low peak of blue bell curve). Activating the voltagesensors would move the 'activation' function to the left and 'inhibition' function to the right (to the red ascending and descending dashed curves respectively), with the latter effect greatly increasing the peak of the resulting bell curve (ie. giving a high probability of channel opening). Thus, the stimulatory effect of ATP will induce some degree of channel activation even when the cytoplasmic [Ca 2+ ] is at or below the normal resting level (<0.1µM) ('a' in Figure  4) , with the Ca 2+ efflux then able to maximally stimulate the channel by acting on the Ca 2+ Figure 4 ). This is 'voltage-sensor controlled CICR', not simple uncontrolled CICR, and importantly Ca 2+ release can be rapidly stopped, irrespective of any high local [Ca 2+ ], by deactivating the voltage-sensor and restoring the Mg 2+ inhibition (23) ('c' in Figure 4 ) (see also section on termination of Ca 2+ release). The proposed effect of voltage-sensor activation on the bell curves in Figure 4 The fact that ATP is a strong stimulant to channel opening and is absolutely required for voltage-sensor activation of the channels (see above) suggests that the release channels have to be in a 'primed' state to be opened by the voltage-sensors, and consequently is consistent with the idea that the release channels can be activated simply by removing a resting inhibition, that is, the Mg 2+ -inhibition. Experiments with SR vesicles from both mammalian (28,36) and amphibian muscle (52) , must also have a direct stimulatory action on the release channels.
IMPORTANCE OF ATP AND Mg
Role of
Malignant hyperthermia
The above mechanism also gives further insight into basis of malignant hypethermia (MH). MH is an inherited disorder of skeletal muscle, in most cases caused by mutations in the Ca 2+ release channel, where volatile anesthetics and stress can trigger uncontrolled contractures, leading to hyperthermia and often to death (53 -activation site (40). In view of the discussion above, this readily explains why the bell-curve describing the Ca 2+ dependence of channel opening of release channels from MH muscle at rest (ie. with no voltage-sensor activation') is somewhat higher and wider than that for normal channels shown by the blue bell curve in Figure 4 . So long as the Mg 2+ inhibition is not reduced so much that the MH channel is appreciably open at the resting [Ca 2+ ] (ie. the point on the bell curve at ~0.1 µM Ca 2+ remains close to a P O of zero), this would mean that muscle function would be little if at all affected, with the MH channel remaining closed in the resting muscle and opening normally upon voltage-sensor activation when its characteristics would be the same as the normal channel (ie. red bell curve in Figure  4 ). However, if some extraneous factor such as a volatile anaesthetic or stress stimulated the release channel in any way (or raised the cytoplasmic [Ca 2+ ]), this could well be enough to induce a self-reinforcing cycle of CICR in the MH channel, which would produce the observed uncontrolled muscle contraction. In comparison, the normal release channel would be much less susceptible to any such stimuli.
Recent results indicate that the mutations in the release channel responsible for MH cause hyper-activation because they interfere with the normal interactions between different domains of the protein (55) . It was found that the properties of the normal Ca 2+ release channel altered to those of MH channels when a synthetic peptide (DP4), corresponding a particular region of the channel, was added (55) . The exogenous peptide evidently competed with the corresponding region on the channel for its binding site on a different region of the channel, thereby preventing the channel from adopting its normal stable closed state. Addition of DP4 to skinned fibers caused similar sensitising effects, giving them the characteristics of MHsusceptible fibers (22). These experiments suggest the view that voltage-sensor activation opens the release channel by 'destabilising' the resting state that the channel protein normally adopts in the presence of Mg 2+ .
TERMINATION OF Ca 2+ RELEASE
Deactivation of the voltage-sensor rapidly stops Ca 2+ release in skeletal muscle (56, 57 ] (Figure 4) . Furthermore, the fact that the sensitivity of CICR is greatly inhibited by partially depleting the SR of Ca 2+ (3,11) (with depolarization-induced release being little affected (11,58)) means that any tendency for the Ca 2+ release to be self-sustaining would be further reduced following the initial channel activation and Ca 2+ efflux. (This can also account for the phenomenon of 'repolarization-induced stop of Ca 2+ release (11,59)). Termination of Ca 2+ release will be further aided if release channels also display 'inactivation', in which the open probability of the release channels greatly decreases from an initial high level to a relatively low level, due either to a type of Ca
2+
-specific (56, 57, 60) or use-dependent inactivation (61) (62) (63) . Finally, depleting the SR Ca 2+ would also reduce the absolute rate of Ca 2+ release because of the reduced Ca 2+ gradient, and this could be exacerbated by local depletion of Ca 2+ inside the lumen of the SR near the release channels caused by diffusion limitations on Ca 2+ as it binds and unbinds to calsequestrin within the SR. Together these phenomena explain why the amount of Ca 2+ released during a single twitch response (ie. to stimulation by a single action potential) remains virtually unchanged when fibers are given treatments that up-modulate the sensitivity to simple CICR, such as addition of DP4 (22) 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO MUSCLE FATIGUE
Finally, the skinned fiber preparation has also provided important information about the basis of muscle fatigue. Muscle fatigue, which is a decline in muscle performance with repeated activity, has many facets and causes (64, 65 (72, 73) . Glycogen depletion, which occurs with sustained activity, can also by some unknown means cause a reduction in depolarization-induced Ca 2+ release (17,74). Lastly, it appears that if the cytoplasmic [Ca 2+ ] is raised for prolonged periods, voltage-sensor control of Ca 2+ release is hindered (5, 75) , apparently due to physical disruption of the triad junction (5), leading to 'low-frequency fatigue' which may last for a day or more.
CONCLUSIONS / PERSPECTIVES
The skinned fiber preparation with functional EC coupling has given important insight into the properties and basis of the coupling mechanism in skeletal muscle. Because the 'intracellular' environment can be readily manipulated in these fibers, it has been possible to investigate which factors influence normal coupling and which do not. This has given information not only about how the voltage-sensors control the Ca 2+ release channels, but also about the possible basis of muscle fatigue and particular diseases. These experiments have highlighted how Ca 2+ release controlled by the voltage-sensor differs from direct stimulation or modulation of the channels by Ca 2+ , H + , lactate and caffeine etc. It appears that voltagesensor regulation of the release channels may be achieved by varying the affinity of certain sites for Mg 2+ -a mechanism in which channel activation is initiated by removal of resting inhibition rather than by a direct stimulatory effect. It may be that many other cellular processes are also regulated by varying the affinity of key sites for Mg 2+ , an ion present in most cells at a relatively constant, high (millimolar) level, properties which, perhaps contrary to general thinking, make it useful for dynamic regulation of molecular processes. 
